A short outline of the evolution of communications at CERN since 1993 and the parallel growth of the need both for professional communications and, at the same time, the need for training in more and more complex competencies for the new profession.
United States government had just cancelled their Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) project. The SSC canceling was both an opportunity and a challenge for CERN in many ways. From a communications point of view, I can say, for witnessing the process in the first person, that 1993 actually marked the beginning of strategic communications at CERN.
My new position was a big challenge, as it involved professionalizing an existing "service" that was carried out mostly at amateur level by non-professionals. I immediately felt the need for training! And I stumbled by chance on the application form to enter the selection for the Master's in Science Communication of SISSA, in Trieste. It was the summer of 1995 and by autumn I was enrolled in the first official year of SISSA's pioneer Master's, commuting one week per month from Geneva to Trieste.
This was the dawn of science communication, by definition a new profession. To sketch out an idea of the historical context, I summarize in Table 1 the milestones in the history of CERN since 1993, that marked historical turning points in the Laboratory's communications' activities and corresponding quantum leaps in its public visibility.
The succession of milestones in Table 1 shows that at CERN both the contents we need to communicate and the audiences reached have kept growing at a fast-pace and reached a larger and larger scale; the tools for communication also have had to be kept at the forefront of technologies (social media, visual tools, style, technologies. . . ), constantly adapted to the latest progress.
How have I developed the necessary competencies, against the background of such a demanding and constantly changing context? The five years spent as personal assistant to the Director General gave me the opportunity of getting to know this complex organization from a privileged stance, at the top management level. However, when I was appointed a section leader in the newly created communications team, in 1995, I felt the need for specific training, in spite of my experience, knowledge of the laboratory and the subjects of its research, my writing and speaking abilities, my organizational and managerial abilities. I had already become too specialized, too far away from the target audience, I needed to learn the techniques to talk and catch the attention of a lay public and change linguistic register (although being a linguist by training myself!).
SISSA's Master's in Science Communication and Journalism did mark a turning point in my professionalism, transforming me into a fully-fledged communicator, but has not marked the end of my history of training needs! In a place like CERN, not only does a non physicist need to keep up with the variety of physics tools, experiments, small results and large discoveries, communities of users and the terminology that goes with them, but also with the evolution of the communication tools, strategies, priorities and external pressure from the media. This has involved pioneering new tools, a lot of learning on the job, and in some, rather rare cases taking short courses and following specific training, mostly outside CERN. One example of such courses is my attendance of a "formation continue" at the University of Neuchatel, to learn about fund-raising for non-profit organizations, a six months course for professionals, with attendance over the weekends. Specific training for professional communicators is basically non-existing in house. Our training programme includes very generic communication courses (how to make presentations, how to talk in public . . . ); in some cases we could get specific seminars, such as BBC professionals, regularly coming to teach scientists how to talk to the media, or specialists from the Science Museum in London leading workshops on exhibitions and impact evaluation. Training can also be provided "on the job", sometimes as special internships in collaborating laboratories. This was the case for me in 1999, when I spent a month at the Exploratorium in San Francisco to learn how to produce Live Webcasting. I was also very lucky to be able to take "saved leave" from CERN regularly, to take part in TV productions on science with RAI, since 2003. Clearly our internal training does not offer specific training, the programme has to cater for the dominant staff profile, i.e., research physicists, engineers, technicians and administrators. The official "competency model", as updated in 2011 (thanks to our input) includes the keyword "communication" among the technical skills. Still, when doing a search in the competencies database using "communication" as the keyword, the first hits are IT-related (see Table 2 ).
In January 2016 a new management team started the first of a five-year mandate and a restructuring of CERN communications has taken place with the creation of a Director for International Relations who merged the previous two groups (Education and Communications) in a single larger group, the Education, Outreach and Communications group (ECO). A new communications strategy for the next decade is being defined, and an effort is underway to rewrite the competencies list to include more specific competencies. The new competency model is scheduled for discussion soon and the colleague in charge of re-writing the communications competencies list has drafted a reviewed list of competencies for communications, which is clearly much more detailed, as it includes competencies 2 such as: We all know the LHC adventure offered an exceptional time since its start up till the Nobel Prize to Peter Higgs and Francois Englert; the challenge now is communicating the unknowns of physics beyond the standard model, without any certainty in future discoveries and without the comfort of a well defined scientific theory, as the one supporting the Higgs boson discovery. In the post-Higgs era, we need to get ready to communicate results we might not even be able to understand entirely.
Challenges also come from the outside. There are major cultural changes underway within the new generations of communication tools. Communications is becoming more and more "participatory" through social media. As we can learn from The New York Times' Innovation Report (https://www.scribd.com/doc/224608514/ The-Full-New-York-Times-Innovation-Report), customization and distribution strategies are key for effective communications today: we need to get the audience involved before the story is published, we need to follow the latest trend of => public-powered story cycle. This entails investing into new formats and platforms, anticipating trends (mobile phones, 360's immersive videos and photos, live streaming through new challenging platforms such as "periscope", blogging, tweeting. . . ) and doing it fast and constantly, as competition is very high.
Where can CERN communicators find adequate training? Clearly there is not a single course where key competencies for science communicators operating in such a fast changing challenging environment can be acquired. Our job will never be taught formally and finally by an academic course. Especially in a place like CERN, where the boundaries of knowledge are being pushed everyday further, learning is a daily activity for us in communications, while at the same time we are pushing the frontiers of our profession in the wake of science. My personal conclusion is that "continuous training" both on the job and through short intensive and very specialized courses are the only answer.
